Schütz Dental and DGZI host “Implantology and Anatomy”

From 11 to 12 October, Schütz Dental hosted a special implantological event in cooperation with the German Society for Implantology (DGZI). While students of dental medicine gathered information on theory and practice of the surgical anatomy in the special seminar “Implantology and Anatomy”, an international expert group discussed implantological techniques in the DGZI Curriculum lead by Dr Mazen Tamimi.

The clearly structured concept consisting of a theoretical introduction, live demonstrations on human cadavers and practical exercises was designed exclusively for the field of anatomy and has become an integral part of the DGZI Curriculum Implantology in more than ten years. In two days, both students and experienced implantologists can benefit from this balanced mix of theory and practice by gaining extra confidence for their future work as surgeons or implantologists.

Students of the 9th semester took part in the trial course which took place at the anatomic dissection hall of the MTZ (Medical and Theoretical Center) of the University of Dresden/Germany. The speakers Prof. Dr Martina and Prof. Dr Rolf Vollmer, Prof. Dr Rainer Valentin, Prof. Dr Werner Götz and PD Dr Wolfgang Schwab as well as Dr Uta Voigt and Prof. Dr Mazen Tamimi introduced the latest implantological techniques, especially the restoration of the edentulous maxilla, in the course of their theoretical presentations as well as live demonstrations and practical exercises on human cadavers.

At the same time, the speakers held the international DGZI Curriculum on topics such as sinus lift, bone spreading, bone extraction and transplantation as well as surgical implantation and CAD/CAM diagnostics.

Afterwards, the theoretical knowledge was extended by practical application in the anatomic dissection hall. On Saturday, the speakers continued to inform their speakers about sinus lift, piezo surgery, bone splitting, autologous bone harvesting and transfer as well as suture techniques. The event ended on Sunday by a final discussion and exams.